
CLIENT

Helion 

Building a Path to 
Commercialization
Enhancing market readiness for an innovative 
new healthcare company

HM Home and Community Services (HM HCS) had developed a highly effective solution for optimizing 
post-acute provider networks and care delivery, and was looking toward their commercial launch. They 
knew they offered great value but needed to define and articulate their offering, approach, and brand. 

Combining design-based methods with deep expertise in healthcare, ThoughtForm guided the HM HCS 
team through a collaborative process that helped them articulate a strong brand and differentiated market 
position, while building a deep alignment to a common vision. As a result, HM HCS was relaunched as 
Helion, and was able to go to market swiftly with a robust story and offerings.
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ThoughtForm educated Helion and instilled best 
practices in terms of how we think about go-
to-market, defining value to our stakeholders, 
creating offering architectures, and much more. 

Shima Arab, Helion Director of Strategy Development

“What did we do?

Built alignment across the organization

ThoughtForm inventoried the qualities of Helion’s new organization—its people, its 
culture, its work ethic—and its business goals. ThoughtForm worked with the team 
to define Helion’s core values, mission, vision, and key value propositions.

Created brand and identity

Once everyone was aligned on mission, vision, and values, we convened key 
stakeholders to co-create a brand that uniquely reflected those ideas. We also 
developed communication tools to help customers understand Helion’s solutions, 
strengths, and competitive advantages. 

Visualized complex business processes and ideas

To help health plans and home healthcare providers understand how Helion’s 
offerings are different, ThoughtForm worked with their team to articulate how their 
service processes work at multiple levels. Foglifters®, one-page visual explanations, 
bring these processes to life and reveal the value they deliver. 

Shaped an integrated solution

ThoughtForm worked with the Helion team to develop a market-facing architecture 
for its offerings based on two key value drivers that we named Care Intelligence 
and Performance Intelligence. We collaborated with Helion teams to build a clear 
hierarchy of products and services enabled customers to recognize solution that 
would work for them.

Helion is a best-in-class solutions-driven healthcare technology and 
services provider focusing on home and community care. 

The Helion solution is built on this core idea: Through the added 
intelligence we bring, provider organizations can deliver better network 
performance for payers, while payers can provide compensation to 
providers that reflect their true value. Best of all, patients receive better 
care and improved experience.

Who did we help?
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PROCESS HIGHLIGHTS

ThoughtForm and Helion used a highly collaborative, iterative, 
and agile process to achieve alignment and speed. 

How did we help?
ThoughtForm helped the team align on a shared 
mission and vision, and define their key value 
propositions. Building on this foundation, we
developed a powerful visual brand with 
messaging that positions Helion as a leader. To 
prepare Helion for launch, we also helped them 
structure and detail a comprehensive suite of 
services. Throughout the process, we modeled a 
collaborative way of working that was adopted by 
the Helion team.

Used a collaborative digital 

workspace to guide weekly touch 
points with the project team—touch 
points from which many critical project 
learnings surfaced.

Mapped the entire range of 

solutions Helion offers, defined their 
key attributes, and grouped them into 
meaningful bundles.

Used a crowdsourcing technique 

to generate brand concepts 

which we validated through a series of 
collaborative exercises with stakeholders.

Developed a shared nomenclature 

to ensure consistency in internal and 
external communications.

Created visual explanations for 

complex processes that would enable 
customers to quickly see the value 
Helion brings.

Coordinated with key internal 

teams to ensure the work we were 
doing with Helion met the needs of the 
broader parent organization.
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What did we create?
Alignment and direction 

The success of a company or culture depends on alignment behind a shared mission. 
Over a month, ThoughtForm guided Helion through the development of mission, 
vision, values and how they communicated their offerings; the sharpening of their 
strategic intent; and even ways of working.

A strong band 

Helion needs to be seen as an agile, innovative, forward-thinking leader by key 
stakeholders in the home and health care industry. To do that, ThoughtForm created 
branding and key messaging that reveals Helion’s value to the market and positions it as 
an instant leader in its category.

Easy-to-communicate value 

Using Foglifters—one-page visual explanations —ThoughtForm provided Helion 
customers and stakeholders with a rapid and engaging orientation to Helion that makes 
its innovation and value easily apparent. This makes both selling and onboarding a new 
customer much easier.

A clear offering 

Helion offers a wide range of solutions, each covering a distinct need in the home and 
community care marketplace. The challenge for Helion was how to articulate what they 
deliver and sell it effectively. ThoughtForm worked with the Helion team to structure 
and detail their offering suite, and illustrate its full value.

Team alignment Brand development

Communicating value

Clarifying offerings
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HELION BRAND GUIDELINES

To provide more flexibility and ability to visually 

emphasize key ideas, three icon language styles exist 

within Helion’s brand—a gradient/white approach, color 

angles approach, and a Together Blue angles approach. 

The intersecting angles may be more appropriate to 

use in instances where the Helion brand needs more 

presence, or the white where the other two feel dark. Do 

not mix styles within the same communication.

While each of these can be used in any communication, 

they should reserved for highlighting key ideas or themes 

within a communication. When using many icons or in 

user interfaces, use Highmark Health’s digital icon set, 

shown on the next page. 

Icon 
Language

Brand
Guidelines

HELION IDENTITY MANUAL
VERSION 1.0  |  MARCH 2021

Our Logo
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HELION BRAND GUIDELINES

Our logo represents the confluence of our values, 

offerings, and data—as well as the intersection and 

impact of payers and providers in healthcare. The 

color blue is often associated with security and 

represents the business side, while the color green 

is often associated with health and represents the 

clinical side. Both must come together to create care 

that is effective and sustainable.

ELEMENTS OF OFFERING

Could be coupled with:
Automated UM
Network Design
SNF Vertical Integration
Care Analytics

Complementary / glidepath offerings
Next step would be SOW for one of core offerings.
Dependent on customer, opportunity, and timing *potentially* also offer:

Consulting services  (if value prop of the MVP is not sufficient to 
convert the customer, we could engage in a short- term consulting 
arrangement to make recommendations to their approach to the 
network)

Complementary / glidepath offerings
Next step would be:

Opportunity Assessment OR
SOW for low- risk solutions:

    - Care Analytics
    - Automated UM
    - Advanced Analytics

Complementary / glidepath offerings

What you get How delivered

SNF INTEGRATION (PORTALS SLATED FOR EARLY 2021)

Build on existing knowledge / data HCS has collected about your network approach 
and scale benefits and extend gains with your SNF network.
More consistent approach across your broader post- acute care settings.
Cost- control; Path to pay- for- value; improved transitions from higher- cost settings.
Visibility to metrics; consistent and transparent evaluation of network providers.

VALUE TO CUSTOMERS

Analtyics / 
Data 

Insights

Payer 
Admin.
Savings

Clinical 
Savings/

Outcomes

Unit Cost 
Savings

Network
Maturity

Strategic
Advantage

IMPLEMENTATION / OPERATIONS

Use of Network Performance Team time to interpret monthly dashboards and train 
initially, work with facilities on developing PIPs
Some data work/portal setup
Q: Would same NPM in place expand to looping in the SNFs? If so, then people lift 
could be lower.

Lift scale

Assuming this is an add- on, a lot of the data and connections would be in place and 
Payer would understand what occurs. More of a scaling up lift vs. putting new 
program in place.

Use of people (time/expertise) Use of defined processes / tools

Impact scale

MONETIZATION APPROACH

Helps HCS realize mission / vision.
Additional revenue stream that builds on existing customer solution/relationship
Once embedded at this level, it is likely that HCS will have a longstanding customer
Demonstrates ability to move into other care settings -- creates glide path for 
additional expansion in other clinical settings once HCS is ready to launch.

VALUE TO HCS
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Offering Architecture 2.0 | Cycle 3.0 / Final

ELEMENTS

Automated 
UM 

(Process 
Streamlining

Service)

Realtime 
Stratification
(Analytics to 
flag priorities 
and issues)

Performance 
Analytics

(Analytics to 
show biz/care 

outcomes)

Care Analytics
(Insights to 

inform 
decisions)

Network 
Performance 

Team
(Consultation 
to improve)

Intelligence 
Platform / 

Portals
(Access to 

Software/info)

Performance 
Dashboards

(Output of 
consistent 

benchmarking)

Network 
Conditioning 
(Qual/Quant 

review to 
tighten netwrk)

Provider 
Development
(Expert consult, 

train- ing, 
practices)

Care Trans. 
Architeture 
(Improved, 

efficient 
placement)

Network 
Optimization 

(Reccos on 
providers/pay- 

ment strct.)

POTENTIAL / FUTURE

Strategy 
Consulting
(Access to 

Payer/Provider 
Experts)

Provider
Consulting
(Access to 

Ops/Provider 
Experts)

CUSTOMER TYPES
Transformation- 

focused Payer 
Long- view, 

Clinical+Ops, Open 
to change/new ideas

Total Cost- focused 
Payer

More long- view, may 
more focused on 

traditional, but could 
be open to new

Clinically- focused 
Payer 

More short- view, 
more focused on 

traditional, could be 
open to new

Do these 
really exist? 
Or are they 
transform?

Triage Cost- focused 
Payer

More short- view, 
more focused on 

traditional, could be 
open to new

Additional 
Data 

Management
Support

(beyond scope)

Regional
Provider

Strategic partnership, 
long view, Clinical 

+Ops, Open to 
change/new ideas

National Provider 
Delivery Orgs

Strategic partnership, 
long view, Clinical 

+Ops, Open to 
change/new ideas

Data
Consulting
(Access to 

Data/Analytics 
Experts)

Network 
Consulting
(Access to 

Network/Reimb 
Experts)

Member 
support 
program 

development 
consulting 

Product 
development 

consulting 
(Further out, . 

for nat. payers)

Perf. Training 
Support

(Access to 
Formalized 

training)

LMS 
Integration/ 

Support
(Setup + 

Training LMS)

CURRENT FOCUS POTENTIAL FUTURE FOCUS

Do it myself 
Payers (likely 

more willing to 
embrace data)

OTHER POSSIBLE LENSES

Do it with me 
Payers 

Want to learn + 
train team

Do it for me 
Payers 

Low bandwith, 
Hands off, trust 

experts

Network 
Models 

(IP/Engine)
Access to 

approches

Components of existing you may need to lift outPossible new

Custom 
Portals, Algo, 
Analytics, or 

Dashbds
(beyond base)

Reimb.
Models 

(IP/Engine)
Access to 

approches

POTENTIAL
OFFERINGS

ASSESSMENT / DISCOVERY* (NOT CURRENTLY PAID)

What you get
2-4 strategy intake meetings
Consulting hours to review data and 
identify findings, as needed
Solution pathway options
Review of other sites of care
Full report in approx. 3 to 4 weeks 
after data is received
Results in SOW and MSA

Performance 
Analytics

(Analytics to 
show biz/care 

outcomes)

Care Analytics
(Insights to 

inform 
decisions)

Strategy 
Consulting
(Access to 

Payer/Provider 
Experts)

How delivered
Meetings/Worksessions
Clean- up and normalization of data
Proprietary data analysis process
Deeper report and presentation; 
based on standard structure

DATA AND TRENDS ANALYSIS REPORT

Care Analytics
(Insights to 

inform 
decisions)

Provider 
Consulting
(Access to 
Experts)

What you get
1 -2 intake meeting
10 Consulting hours to review data 
and identify findings
1 Readout meeting
Approx. 1 to 2 weeks

How delivered
Q&A/assessment
1 Data collection mtg /worksession
Limted clean- up and data cleasing
Use defined analysis process of 
specific data points
Standard report sharing findings
Readout presentation / meeting

Understand gaps, issues, state of data.
Benefit from external consultation and perspective.
Form relationship with HCS to understand what they'd be like as a partner.
Defined deliverable and short turnaround, low risk for some insights.

HCS OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT

VALUE TO CUSTOMERS

Analtyics / 
Data 

Insights

Payer 
Admin.
Savings

Clinical 
Savings/

Outcomes

Unit Cost 
Savings

Network
Maturity

Strategic
Advantage

IMPLEMENTATION / OPERATIONS

Limited to specific data sets / types
Uses a templated report
Idea is to identify issues and opportunities
Could be highly repeatable offering
Need to caveat quality of output is dependent on data input

Lift scale

Primarily an HCS analytics team lift
Relies on creating a streamlined set of metrics

Use of people (time/expertise) Use of defined processes / tools

Impact scale

VALUE LEVERS Analtyics / Data 
Insights

Payer Admin.
Savings

Clinical 
Savings/

Outcomes
Unit Cost Savings

Network
Maturity

Strategic
Advantage 01

Reduce
Post- acute 
Spend

02
Service model 
best practices 
(via models + 
analytics)

03
Follow clinical 
clinical best 
practices

04
Enable more 
tailored care 
pathways

05
Design person- 
centered and
integrated 
approaches

06
Create care 
transitions
processes and 
procedures

07
Contract/Reim
bursement 
and network
management

08
Build 
utilization
management 
plans + 
policies

09
Assemble 
quality and
performance 
measures

10
Initiate training 
+ Provider dev

PAYER: Reduce Post- acute Spend (Automated UM, Performance Analytics, Care Transition Architecture, 
Network Optimization [Reimbursement models, High performing network])
PATIENT: Improve Patient Journey

Service modeling (Care Transition Arch; Care Analytics)
Develop clinical guidelines (Care Analytics)
Conduct comprehensive LTSS assessments (Real- time Risk Stratification)
Design person- centered and integrated service plans (Real- time Risk Stratification)
Create care transitions processes and procedures (Care Transition Architecture)

PROVIDER: Provide More services delivered to sicker patients in the home supported by IT & new payment models
Contract and network management (Network conditioning, Network Optimization)
Build a utilization management plan (Automated UM)
Assemble quality and performance measures (Performance Analytics)
Initiate training (Provider Development)

1.

2.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

3.
a.
b.
c.
d.

MONETIZATION APPROACH

IF PAID IN FUTURE -- Likely flat fee (per diem estimate or value- based). 
Structure options:

Costs + Margin
Costs + %value
Hourly rate based on consulting expertise

Notes
At this point, no- cost, but HCS know how much it would be (show 
commitment/capabilities)
Other options: roll cost into deal, line item it out as a discount / partnership 
goodwill gesture

Offering is primarily to help move engagement forward quickly and assess client 
interest / HCS oppty.
Used as a "diagnostic tool" to help develop proposals and target opportunities
Lower level of information, level of engagement than full assessment
Could be a pre- RFP engagement activity
Could use as a buy- up for customers who engage in performance intell. side
Small ask can be a promt to get all NDAs/agreements signed?
HCS could get sense of key data early on, including other lines of business, so HCS 
can inform type of relationship it would want to pursue (stratgic partnership vs. 
customer relationship.
HCS would build on this data to full assessment data
Could be "product" that HCS could offer; Could be "branded" offering
Could use as a lead- in to deeper consulting relationship (if HCS desires)

VALUE TO HCS

CORE OFFERINGS

Deliverables help shape payer's strategy on many fronts.
Benefit from external consultation and perspective.
Road- test HCS (Try before buy/de- risk).
Understanding of state of data and lift moving forward.

VALUE TO CUSTOMERS

Analtyics / 
Data 

Insights

Payer 
Admin.
Savings

Clinical 
Savings/

Outcomes

Unit Cost 
Savings

Network
Maturity

Strategic
Advantage

IMPLEMENTATION / OPERATIONS

Customer must provide data and in certain format.
Fairly time- intensive process per client.
Need to elevate this to make it into a more tangible thing to demonstrate value

Lift scale

Broader HCS team involved, more customer customization in defining opportunities

Use of people (time/expertise) Use of defined processes / tools

Impact scale

MONETIZATION APPROACH

IF PAID IN FUTURE -- Likely flat fee (per diem estimate or value- based). 
Structure options:

Costs + Margin
Costs + %value
Hourly rate based on consulting expertise

Notes
At this point, no- cost, but HCS know how much it would be (show 
commitment/capabilities)
Other options: roll cost into deal, line item it out as a discount / partnership 
goodwill gesture
Future option: Data normalization / clean- up fee?

Allows HCS to create fully informed proposal (know what solutions to offer), pricing 
secarios, and view of scale of potential impact
Allows HCS to get a full sense of customer's priorities to better ability to match 
solutions to customer needs
Encourages commitent to full SOW
Can give cost- focused customer visibiilty into opportunities that HCS solutions can 
address and understanding of investment
Customer has given HCS data > HCS can use this to understand value in other lines 
of business; could use it as data point to inform other sales or support consulting 
expertise

VALUE TO HCS

What you get
Data and Payer portal setup
Payer training on portal
Standard reports (need to define what 
reports/data, freq. and how delivered)
Deep analysis of claims, OASIS, and 
other care data
Consulting to review and report on 
data trends (need to define time/lift)

How delivered
Tech / Analytics team lead
Payer Meetings
Software / Portal access
Portals Support (define degree)
Payer training sessions and resources 
for Portal only

Visability into episodes of care to understand true costs and connections.
Sets up core infrastructure to easily add on future capabilities/solutions.
Dynamic platform is a different approach.

VALUE TO CUSTOMERS

Analtyics / 
Data 

Insights

Payer 
Admin.
Savings

Clinical 
Savings/

Outcomes

Unit Cost 
Savings

Network
Maturity

Strategic
Advantage

IMPLEMENTATION / OPERATIONS

Time/effort to set up Payer portal is significant part of this effort (How much does 
this lift differ from setting up ALL the portals/tools?)
Data cleansing, flow, and management would need to be defined and implemented
Training on portals and HOW to get insights from the data will be important (How 
big of a lift is this?)

Lift scale

Mostly Portal team intersecting with customer's IT/data teams
Are training tools/resources ready for this? (If not, initial lift for first customer would 
be higher.)

Use of people (time/expertise) Use of defined processes / tools

Impact scale

MONETIZATION APPROACH

Possible options could be:
PMPM fee, plus setup fee
Annual/Monthly/Set time subscription or license (based on # payer users or set 
ranges of members)

Notes
Question: Does shared savings make sense here? If so, what would it be 
calculated on?

Lower- lift way to show HCS's ability to provide insights to payer via data and portals 
to reveal to customer gaps in their network's capabilities
Could be a way to start with a Transformation- or Clinically- focused customer that 
may not want to disrupt its current UM workflows / provider network setup at the 
moment (perhaps they just started a contract cycle with another vendor, etc.)
Demonstrates HCS's differentiated approach and helps showcase expertise
Data could be used to show deeper/other opportunities with customer and keep 
dialog open.
Time/effort to set up portals could be leveraged to lessen lift when setting up future 
portions of the solution (?)

VALUE TO HCS

CORE HCS SOLUTION (CARE INTEL + PERFORMANCE INTEL)

How much and what order these levers are pulled 
depends on customer.
Network maturity would evolve over time.
Hits multiple levers, strategic approach over 3+ years.

VALUE TO CUSTOMERS

Analtyics / 
Data 

Insights

Payer 
Admin.
Savings

Clinical 
Savings/

Outcomes

Unit Cost 
Savings

Network
Maturity

Strategic
Advantage

IMPLEMENTATION / OPERATIONS

Use of Network Performance Team time to interpret monthly dashboards and train 
initially, work with providers on developing PIPs, physician and hosp. engagement
Data, portals, and report setup will be necessary, as well as data management

Lift scale

Full technology and network implementation

Use of people (time/expertise) Use of defined processes / tools

Impact scale

MONETIZATION APPROACH

Likely approach:
PMPM fee (covers costs) + Gain/Savings share based on lines of business
Savings guarantee could be added; dependent on Opportunity Assessment 
findings (what would be the line on when you would/wouldn't offer this?)

Notes/Ideas:
Could do costs based on ranges of members by 50k (for example)  vs. PM/PM
Could you use data to stratify members and get more granular on pm/pm fees 
to be more competitive, if necessary?

Helps HCS realize mission / vision.
Signifiant revenue stream.
Once embedded at this level, it is likely that HCS will have a longstanding customer
Once at this level with a customer, HCS can further relationship with contracting, 
strategic partnerships, etc.
Ability to demonstrate that solution is viable and valuable to future customers.
Demonstrates HCS's differentiated approach and helps showcase expertise.

VALUE TO HCS

SCALING UP TO FULL MVP OFFERING

What you get
Automated UM customized to plan's 
medical policy
Authorization and Payer Portal setup 
for payer and provider access/use
Payer and provider training on portal
Portal support (support level defined 
in agreement or standard?)
Portal usage reports?
Optional buy- up: Customization for 
Care Analytics

How delivered
Tech/Product team member as 
key lead on implementation
Payer Meetings
Software / Portal access
Portals Support
Training sessions and resources 
for Portal only (who is lead on 
payer and provider training?)

AUTOMATED UM

Cost- control (process, resource use).
Visibility to metrics / reports.
Sets up core infrastructure to easily add on future capabilities/solutions.

VALUE TO CUSTOMERS

Analtyics / 
Data 

Insights

Payer 
Admin.
Savings

Clinical 
Savings/

Outcomes

Unit Cost 
Savings

Network
Maturity

Strategic
Advantage

IMPLEMENTATION / OPERATIONS

Time/effort to set up Payer and Provider portals is significant part of this effort 
(How much does this lift differ from setting up ALL the portals/tools?)
Data cleansing, flow, and management would need to be defined and implemented
Training on portals for both Payer and Provider will be important (How big of a lift is 
this?)

Lift scale

Mostly Portal team intersecting with customer's IT/data teams
Are training tools/resources ready for this? (If not, initial lift for first customer would 
be higher.)
Need to define Payer/Provider support

Use of people (time/expertise) Use of defined processes / tools

Impact scale

MONETIZATION APPROACH

Offering that could help get foot in door to allow for broader conversations.
Could be a signifiant revenue stream that is low- FTE once set up.
Shows that HCS can drive cost- savings similar to others
Allows HCS to see data/opportunities more deeply to further conversations
Customer has a strong reason to get portals set up, which can lower lift in setting 
up the full solution in future
If HCS has figured out a way to do this in a differentiated manner, it may help 
demonstrate their partnership and wholistic approach

VALUE TO HCS

What you get
Data and portal setup for Payer, Provider, 
and Vendor portals
Payer and provider training on portal
Standard reports (need to define what 
reports/data, freq. and how delivered)
Intelligence on sites of care

How delivered
Tech/Product team member as key 
lead on implementation
Payer Meetings
Software / Portal access
Portals Support
Training sessions and resources for 
Portal only (who is lead on Payer and 
Provider training?)

ADVANCED ANALYTICS

Visibility into episodes of care to understand true costs and connections.
Ability to see gaps within those episodes and prioritize high cost/need patients.
Ability to more effectively transition patients to lower- cost or more appropriate 
care approaches (e.g. Palliative care).
Sets up core infrastructure to easily add on future capabilities/solutions.

VALUE TO CUSTOMERS

Analtyics / 
Data 

Insights

Payer 
Admin.
Savings

Clinical 
Savings/

Outcomes

Unit Cost 
Savings

Network
Maturity

Strategic
Advantage

IMPLEMENTATION / OPERATIONS

Time/effort to set up Payer portals is significant part of this effort (How much does 
this lift differ from setting up ALL the portals/tools?)
Data cleansing, flow, and management would need to be defined and implemented
Training on portals for both Payer and Provider will be important (How big of a lift is 
this?)

Lift scale

Mostly Portal team intersecting with customer's IT/data teams
Are training tools/resources ready for this? (If not, initial lift for first customer would 
be higher.)
Need to define Payer/Provider support

Use of people (time/expertise) Use of defined processes / tools

Impact scale

MONETIZATION APPROACH

Possible options could be:
PMPM fee, plus setup fee
Annual/Monthly/Set time subscription (based on # payer users or set ranges of 
members)

Notes
Question: Does shared savings make sense here? If so, what would it be 
calculated on?

Lower- lift way to show HCS's ability to provide insights to payer via data and portals 
to reveal to customer gaps in their network's capabilities.
Could be a signifiant revenue stream that is low- FTE once set up.
Could be a way to start with a Transformation- or Clinically- focused customer that 
may not want to disrupt its current UM workflows / provider network setup at the 
moment (perhaps they just started a contract cycle with another vendor, etc.)
Demonstrates HCS's differentiated approach and helps showcase expertise
Data could be used to show deeper/other opportunities with customer and keep 
dialog open.
Time/effort to set up portals could be leveraged to lessen lift when setting up future 
portions of the solution (?)

VALUE TO HCS

What you get
2-3 network/payer strategy meetings
Provider dashboard data and setup
Network Performance Managers (NPS) 
consult with payer teams to review 
dashboard data, identify gaps,  and 
opportunities the payer could address
Access to provider training and resources
Network performance report (annually)

How delivered
NPM leads
Payer- specific Data reviews / data 
pulls
Monthly meetings and reports
Leverages proprietary models

PROVIDER DEVELOPMENT 

Quantitative, data- driven visibility of provider performance.
Mechanism to evaluate pay- for- value and make network decisions.
Sets up key portions of Performance Intelligence infrastructure to easily add on 
Care Intelligence capabilities/solutions.

VALUE TO CUSTOMERS

Analtyics / 
Data 

Insights

Payer 
Admin.
Savings

Clinical 
Savings/

Outcomes

Unit Cost 
Savings

Network
Maturity

Strategic
Advantage

IMPLEMENTATION / OPERATIONS

Use of Network Performance Team time to interpret monthly dashboards and train 
initially, not nearly as much as full Performance Intelligence offering

Lift scale

Little tech integration, other than figuring out data pulls
Will be an initial lift to develop training/how to discern insights from dashboards will 
be necessary to allow Payers to get value from this offering
Higher lift to create dashboards (scorecards) until this is automated

Use of people (time/expertise) Use of defined processes / tools

Impact scale

MONETIZATION APPROACH

A way to start with a Transformation- or Clinically- focused customer that may not 
want to disrupt its current UM workflows / provider network setup at the moment 
(perhaps they just started a contract cycle with another vendor, etc.)
Demonstrates HCS's differentiated approach and helps showcase expertise
Data could be used to show deeper/other opportunities with customer and keep 
dialog open.
Starts building relationships with provider network so that implementation of other 
portals/tools is easier.

VALUE TO HCS

Automated 
UM 

(Process 
Streamlining

Service)

Realtime 
Stratification
(Analytics to 
flag priorities 
and issues)

Performance 
Analytics

(Analytics to 
show biz/care 

outcomes)

Care Analytics
(Insights to 

inform 
decisions)

Network 
Performance 

Team
(Consultation to 

improve)

Intelligence 
Platform / 

Portals
(Access to 

Software/info)

Performance 
Dashboards

(Output of 
consistent 

benchmarking)

Network 
Conditioning 
(Qual/Quant 

review to 
tighten netwrk)

Provider 
Development
(Expert consult, 

training, 
practices)

Care Trans. 
Architeture 
(Improved, 

efficient 
placement)

Includes all aspects of the solution, tailored to customer's needs.

What you get
Data and portal setup for Payer and 
Provider access and use
Payer/Provider training on portal
Initial/Regional/Monthly Provider 
meetings and Dashboard reviews
Dashboard development, reporting, and 
training for Payer and Providers
Network performance report (annually)
Network conditioning recommendations 
report (initial, then annually)
Dedicated NPM(s) (depends on           
market size)
Provider best practice tools/education
Help desk support for Portals / Software

How delivered
NPM as key lead / customer contact
Payer Meetings
Software / Portal / Dashboard access
Portals Support
Provider consulting / meetings
Training sessions and resources
Reports sharing findings

ADD- ON OFFERINGS (PUBLIC- FACING OFFERINGS AND OFFERINGS THAT *MAY* BE NECESSARY TO OFFER TO GET BUSINESS)

ADD- ON OFFERINGS TO ELEVATE CORE (NOT LIKLEY TO BE OFFERED AS STAND- ALONE)

Holistic approach to enable payer clinical and operational transformation.
Solution that continues to drive value throughout engagement.
Expert external consultation, fresh point- of- view.
Cost- control; Path to pay- for- value.
Visibility to metrics; consistent and transparent evaluation of network providers.

Could be coupled with:
SNF integration
Back- office UM (Dependent on customer)
Contracting (Rare; Dependent on customer / opportunity)
Network Design (depending on oppty, we may just want to include to 
get gain- share)

Complementary / glidepath offerings

What you get
2-3 network/payer strategy meetings
Initial and then monthly regional and individual 
Provider meetings and dashboard reviews
Dashboard development, reporting, training    
for payer access/use
Dedicated NPM
Payer progress check- ins/readout
Network performance report (annually)
Network conditioning recommendations report 
(annually)

How delivered
NPM as lead
Payer Meetings
Dashboard acess/reports
Data reviews / data pulls
Provider consulting / meetings
Training sessions and resources
Reports sharing findings

NETWORK PERFORMANCE ALIGNMENT

Expert external consultation with providers on behalf of payer.
Deeper, consistent understanding and of network.
Path to pay- for- value.
Visibility to metrics, consistent evaluation of providers.
You can impact UM without including portals.

VALUE TO CUSTOMERS

Analtyics / 
Data 

Insights

Payer 
Admin.
Savings

Clinical 
Savings/

Outcomes

Unit Cost 
Savings

Network
Maturity

Strategic
Advantage

IMPLEMENTATION / OPERATIONS

Use of Network Performance Team time to interpret monthly dashboards and train 
initially, work with providers on developing PIPs, physician and hosp. engagement
Some data/portal setup for Care Analytics

Lift scale

Nearly core solution, except no Portal / UM setup

Use of people (time/expertise) Use of defined processes / tools

Impact scale

MONETIZATION APPROACH

Possible options could be:
PMPM fee (covers costs) + Gain/Savings share based on lines of business
Possible Future: Subscription (for Dashboard Portal) component

Notes
X

Shows how data and HCS's analytics can help customer derive actionable insights
Provides a taste of portals to customer (esp. good if UI is excellent)
A way to start with a Transformation- or Clinically- focused customer that may not 
want to disrupt its current UM workflows / provider network setup at the moment 
(perhaps they just started a contract cycle with another vendor, etc.)
Demonstrates HCS's differentiated approach and helps showcase expertise
Data could be used to show deeper/other opportunities with customer and keep 
dialog open.
Starts building relationships with provider network so that implementation of other 
portals/tools is easier.

VALUE TO HCS

Care Analytics
(Insights to 

inform 
decisions)

Intelligence 
Platform / 

Portals
(Access to 

Software/info)

Data
Consulting

Lead for 
Implementa- 
tion of effort

Next step would be:
Automated UM
Advanced Analytics
Custom Analytics (to build on Care Analytics capabilities)
OR more robust solution for network side: Network Performance Alignment, 
Core HCS Solution (as they have care analytics as part of those bundles)
Provider Development

Complementary / glidepath offerings

Automated UM 
(Process 

Streamlining
Service)

Care Analytics
(Insights to 

inform 
decisions)

Intelligence 
Platform / 

Portals
(Access to 

Software/info)

Data
Consulting

Lead for 
Implementa- 
tion of effort

Next step would be:
Advanced Analytics
Custom Analytics (to build on Care Analytics capabilities)
OR more robust solution for network side: Network Performance Alignment, 
Core HCS Solution (as they have care analytics as part of those bundles)
IF NO BACK OFFICE UM IN- HOUSE, that would need to be added on.

Complementary / glidepath offerings

• Impact could be very high, depending on 
savings UM automation could give customer

Care Analytics
(Insights to 

inform 
decisions)

Intelligence 
Platform / 

Portals
(Access to 

Software/info)

Data
Consulting

Lead for 
Implementa- 
tion of effort

Realtime 
Stratification
(Analytics to 
flag priorities 
and issues)

Next step would be:
Custom Analytics (to build on Care Analytics capabilities, custom strat.)
OR more robust solution for network side: Network Performance Alignment, 
Core HCS Solution (as they have care analytics as part of those bundles)

Complementary / glidepath offerings

Who would be the 
target user for 

this offering at the 
Payer? Why is it 

valuable?

Possible options could be:
Flat fee + Monthly admin? (based on number of providers?)
Flat fee + improvement- based savings (how will you gauge savings?)
Future: Subscription to dashboard + admin or improvement- based savings

Notes
Without the UM savings/revenue how profitable will this be?
To support sales of this offering, it would be beneficial if you could tie efforts like 
this to savings / clinical improvements
Risk in PAYER failing to execute on data/improvement opportunities with 
Provider network > Opens door up to full Network Perf. Alignment but also 
perhaps might seed idea that this offering was not a good investment.

Provider
Consulting
(Access to 

Ops/Provider 
Experts)

Performance 
Dashboards

(Output of 
consistent 

benchmarking)

Performance 
Analytics

(Analytics to 
show biz/care 

outcomes)

Provider 
Development
(Expert consult, 

train- ing, 
practices)

• Impact could be very high, depending on what 
their providers are having issues with.

Next step would be:
Care Analytics
Advanced Analytics
Automated UM
Network Design
Performance Intelligence

Complementary / glidepath offerings

Performance 
Analytics

(Analytics to 
show biz/care 

outcomes)

Care Analytics
(Insights to 

inform 
decisions)

Network 
Performance 

Team
(Consultation to 

improve)

Performance 
Dashboards

(Output of 
consistent 

benchmarking)

Network 
Conditioning 
(Qual/Quant 

review to 
tighten netwrk)

Provider 
Development
(Expert consult, 

train- ing, 
practices)

Care Trans. 
Architeture 
(Improved, 

efficient 
placement)

02
Service model 
best practices 
(via models + 
analytics)

03
Follow clinical 
clinical best 
practices

05
Design person- 
centered and
integrated 
approaches

06
Create care 
transitions
processes and 
procedures

08
Build 
utilization
management 
plans + 
policies

Depends on 
focus of 
offering

02
Service model 
best practices 
(via models + 
analytics)

01
Reduce
Post- acute 
Spend

06
Create care 
transitions
processes and 
procedures

08
Build 
utilization
management 
plans + 
policies

01
Reduce
Post- acute 
Spend

03
Follow clinical 
clinical best 
practices

04
Enable more 
tailored care 
pathways

05
Design person- 
centered and
integrated 
approaches

01
Reduce
Post- acute 
Spend

08
Build 
utilization
management 
plans + 
policies

07
Contract/Reim
bursement 
and network
management

09
Assemble 
quality and
performance 
measures

10
Initiate training 
+ Provider dev

MAPPED TO 
STAKEHOLDER

OFFERED ONLY AS NECESSARY / LIMITED BASIS (NOT PUBLIC- FACING + DEPENDS ON OPPORTUNITY) POTENTIAL FUTURE

• Custom dashboard development
• Custom analytics

Complementary / glidepath offerings

• Core Solution
• Provider Development
• Network Performance Alignment

Only offered with:

What you get
Network/payer strategy meetings 
(defined in scope)
Review of current and/or historical claims 
and utilization data related to provider 
performance / cost and micro- markets
Access heat mapping for regions
Provider survey / interviews
Economic feasibility review
Network recommendations report

How delivered
Collaboration between NPM, NP 
Operations and strategy
Data reviews
Meetings and reports
Leverages proprietary models
Proprietary 5- step design process, 
which includes strategy review 
meetings, data review, provider POV, 
modeling, and recommendations

NETWORK OPTIMIZATION / NETWORK DESIGN

Expert design of network to align with strategic aims.
Fresh perspective; ability to tap into market knowledge.

VALUE TO CUSTOMERS

Analtyics / 
Data 

Insights

Payer 
Admin.
Savings

Clinical 
Savings/

Outcomes

Unit Cost 
Savings

Network
Maturity

Strategic
Advantage

IMPLEMENTATION / OPERATIONS

Offering relies on expertise of team.
Largely a manual process, although there is a defined process for this that includes 
heat mapping access and other factors, data review processes, analysis 
(spreadsheets) in place,. Future could be more automated / software- based to 
drive down cost/effort.

Lift scale

Assuming that HCS is doing this with an existing customer, you have the 
relationships and data, but this is a several month process that is FTE heavy.

Use of people (time/expertise) Use of defined processes / tools

Impact scale

MONETIZATION APPROACH

Possible options could be:
Flat fee (based on size of network or value, cost plus margin, scope)
Flat fee + opportunity- based savings (how will you gauge savings oppty?)
Per diem (base on min #weeks or days)

Notes
HCS way want to do this regardless (i.e. do this unpaid), especially if HCS's 
gain- share / cost- savings would be significantly improved

Ability to shape customer's network to maximize clinical quality and overall 
performance, thus improving relationship with customer as well as HCS's likely gain 
share (if contract is set up that way).
Further embeds HCS as partner and expert with customer, strengthening 
relationships and likelihood contract renewal.
Could leverage existing strategic partnerships with network partners to speed.
By doing this type of work for payer customers, you demonstrate your overall 
impact to potential strategic partners.
Allows HCS to deliver on your "virtuous and continuous improvement" promise.
Doing this work could significantly improve gain- share/cost- savings.

VALUE TO HCS

• Core Solution
• Provider Development
• Network Performance Alignment
• Reinbursement Design

Complementary / glidepath offerings

Network 
Models 

(IP/Engine)
Access to 

approches

Network 
Consulting
(Access to 

Network/Reimb 
Experts)

Network 
Conditioning 
(Qual/Quant 

review to 
tighten netwrk)

Network 
Optimization 

(Reccos on 
providers/pay- 

ment strct.)

CUSTOM PORTAL DEVELOPMENT + IMPLEMENTATIONELEVATEELEVATE ELEVATE BACK OFFICE UM OUTSOURCE

VALUE AREAS FOR MARKET (Darker color = part of more value levers)

02
Service model 
best practices 
(via models + 
analytics)

Intelligence 
Platform / 

Portals
(Access to 

Software/info)

Strategy 
Consulting
(Access to 

Payer/Provider 
Experts)

Additional 
Data 

Management
Support

(beyond scope)

Data
Consulting
(Access to 

Data/Analytics 
Experts)

Custom 
Portals, Algo, 
Analytics, or 

Dashbds
(beyond base)

• Care Analytics
• Automated UM
• Network Performance Alignment
• Advanced Analytics
• Core Solution

Complementary / glidepath offerings

What you get
Intake/Needs assessment meetings 
(defined in scope)
Design/prototype of custom portal to 
meet customer needs/requirements
Review / demo meetings (defined in 
scope)
Data feed integration (as necessary)
Portal development + implementation

How delivered
Tech/Product or Analytics team as 
key implementation lead
Data reviews
Meetings with Payer stakeholders 
and IT teams
Software / Portal access
Portals Support (to what degree?)
Training sessions and resources for 
Portal only

Advanced Analytics
Custom dashboards
Custom portals
Contracting??

CARE ANALYTICS

Views of data custom to your organization to help speed decisions and action.
Deeper implementation support to roll out custom portals.
Augments the "standard" portal in a specific way.

VALUE TO CUSTOMERS

Analtyics / 
Data 

Insights

Payer 
Admin.
Savings

Clinical 
Savings/

Outcomes

Unit Cost 
Savings

Network
Maturity

Strategic
Advantage

Impact scale

Ability to understand the types of feature/function asks that could be looped into 
the solution in the future.
A revenue add- on to core offerings that is low- FTE heavy, once built.
A way to more deeply engage with customer on needs, especially related to 
analytics.
Ability to become more of a data and analytics partner with customer, which could 
open up other potential opportunities in future (population health, analytics 
consulting, etc.)

VALUE TO HCS

MONETIZATION APPROACH

Flat fee (cost plus margin, scope- based)
Value- based pricing (based on initial opportunity assessment or area you are 
consulting and the value it could bring)
Per diem (base on min #weeks or days)

Notes
X

IMPLEMENTATION / OPERATIONS

Lift scale

Highly dependent on scope/scale/duration of consulting and customer's ask/need.

Use of people (time/expertise) Use of defined processes / tools

For potential customers/prospects, can provide initial "in" to help demonstrate 
need and impact of HCS solution, as well as your culture/partnership approach.
For existing customers, further positions HCS as partner and expert with customer, 
strengthening relationships and likelihood contract renewal.
Uses teams skills to create an additional revenue stream. Sets up opportunity to 
have a consulting division within HCS in future.
Could be a revenue stream to help fill in peaks/valleys with contracts.
Ability to draw a distinct line between what is "in scope" of your core offering and 
what goes above and beyond -- for Payer, Providers, AND HCS -- and provides a 
mechanism to get paid for the above and beyond.

VALUE TO HCS

VALUE TO CUSTOMERS

Analtyics / 
Data 

Insights

Payer 
Admin.
Savings

Clinical 
Savings/

Outcomes

Unit Cost 
Savings

Network
Maturity

Strategic
Advantage

Impact scale

Possible options could be:
PMPM fee, plus setup fee and potential shared savings (with or without 
guarantee)
Subscription cost + shared savings (with or without guarantee)

Notes
X

How much LESS of a lift is this 
than the full offering? (You still 

need to set up data pulls for 
dashbaord data, right -- but 

those are just manual (right now) 
and limited? Detailed question: 

Do you need data from the 
provider or does all the data 

come from payer?

Would likely align to whatever you have in place for customer.
Possible options could be:

PMPM fee (covers costs) + Gain/Savings share based on lines of business
Savings guarantee could be added; dependent on Opportunity Assessment 
findings (what would be the line on when you would/wouldn't offer this?)
Possible Future: Subscription for Dashboard/Portals component

Notes/Ideas:
Could do costs based on ranges of members by 50k (for example)  vs. PM/PM
Could you use data to stratify members and get more granular on pm/pm fees 
to be more competitive, if necessary?

MONETIZATION APPROACH

Admin fee (based on number of contracts) + shared savings
Value- based pricing (based on initial opportunity assessment?)

Notes
Could be rolled into a broader deal, depending on opportunity and size of 
Payer's member base.

IMPLEMENTATION / OPERATIONS

Need several different skill sets and knowledge to do this— legal, provider info., 
reimbursement, etc.
NOTE: Not sure what tools/processes exist within Highmark Health  that would 
support / could be lifted/shifted

Lift scale

Likely high people lift to build out expertise needed to do/consult on this
Complex needs of payers related to legal, highly political in nature.

Use of people (time/expertise) Use of defined processes / tools

Additional revenue stream.
Could be done with nearly all customer types and HCS could generate revenue from 
the engagement (e.g. high- value fee- for- service re- contracting could be profitable 
and create ability to more quickly shift to pay- for- value as network matures).
Allows HCS to drive contracts in a way that is beneficial for all— providers, payers, 
and HCS, thus likely improving gain- share/savings bonuses.
Further embeds HCS as partner and expert with customer, strengthening 
relationships and likelihood contract renewal.
Allows HCS to offer something new/add more value at contract renewal or to win 
business in the first place.

VALUE TO HCS

Because HCS will know the capabilities of each provider and also have good 
relationships, HCS will have ability to negotiate contracts in a more informed way.
Fresh, third- party expert perspective.
Tools to help identify contracting needs and opportunities.

VALUE TO CUSTOMERS

Analtyics / 
Data 

Insights

Payer 
Admin.
Savings

Clinical 
Savings/

Outcomes

Unit Cost 
Savings

Network
Maturity

Strategic
Advantage

Impact scale

MONETIZATION APPROACH

Flat fee (based on size of network or value, cost plus margin, scope)
Flat fee + opportunity- based savings
Value- based pricing (based on initial opportunity assessment?)

Notes
X

IMPLEMENTATION / OPERATIONS

Highly manual process right now., but uses a defined process and data to drive 
decisions, which could be supported later with tools.
Requires a lot of payer strategy knowledge, so it takes time to build that knowledge 
and rapport; customer SMEs within HCS would likely develop over time.

Lift scale

Expertise exists in house and this is just need to be made into a customer- facing 
process.

Use of people (time/expertise) Use of defined processes / tools

Allows HCS to deliver on your "virtuous and continuous improvement" promise.
Ability to shape customer's reimbursement to maximize clinical quality and overall 
performance, thus improving relationship with customer as well as HCS's likely gain 
share (if contract is set up that way).
Further embeds HCS as partner and expert with customer, strengthening 
relationships and likelihood contract renewal.
Allows HCS to offer something new/add more value at contract renewal.
By doing this type of work for payer customers, you demonstrate HCS's impact to 
potential strategic partners/customers.
Shows Payer you are willing to help them truly improve their network / business 
and shows Providers you/the payer is serious about change / improvement.

VALUE TO HCS

Overall cost savings while encouraging clinical quality; develop glidepath to true 
pay- for- value approach.
Expert design of reimbursement models to align with strategic aims.
Fresh, third- party perspective.

VALUE TO CUSTOMERS

Analtyics / 
Data 

Insights

Payer 
Admin.
Savings

Clinical 
Savings/

Outcomes

Unit Cost 
Savings

Network
Maturity

Strategic
Advantage

Impact scale

MONETIZATION APPROACH

Current: PMPM fee w/ Gain/Savings share based on lines of business
Other possible: Admin fee + shared savings

Notes
Would this be totally outsourced? If so, to who? If outsourced to outside 
vendor, then your margins may not be as high, as vendor would have margin 
built- in. 

IMPLEMENTATION / OPERATIONS

Highly manual process, which clinical staff required.
Needs integration with Payer's appeals and clinical review processes and policies.

Lift scale

Need to work out operating model for this offering and accommodate all the data, 
communication, etc. with Payer, health care providers, and member that this 
involves. Deeper integration with payer systems.

Use of people (time/expertise) Use of defined processes / tools

Makes Automated UM a more attractive offering and may allow HCS to get foot in 
door to demonstrate approach. Provides an offering that is "known" to Payers, 
which may lower barrier to engage HCS.
Enables HCS to be viable option for payers who want "one stop shop" for 
authorizations.
Additional revenue stream to help provide revenue to grow solutions, etc. (but 
some risk as well), which could also grow as HCS adds lines of business with 
customers.

VALUE TO HCS

Provides full UM solution, so fewer contracts and vendors to work with.
Reduced internal resources.
Expert UM review / process.
More wholistic solution -- all of UM is optimized and data can be leveraged.

VALUE TO CUSTOMERS

Analtyics / 
Data 

Insights

Payer 
Admin.
Savings

Clinical 
Savings/

Outcomes

Unit Cost 
Savings

Network
Maturity

Strategic
Advantage

Impact scale

IMPLEMENTATION / OPERATIONS

While work is done in defined portals and likely have dev processes in place, this is 
all custom work, so it will need people/time dedicated to it.

Lift scale

Note: How much of a lift is going to be highly dependent on the customization 
request and client's IT environment.

Use of people (time/expertise) Use of defined processes / tools

MONETIZATION APPROACH

Flat fee (based on size of network or value, cost plus margin, scope)
Per diem (base on min #weeks or days)

Notes
X

• Automated UM
• Core Solution

Complementary / glidepath offerings

Back- office / 
Trad. UM 

outsourcing
(not in core)

Automated 
UM 

(Process 
Streamlining

Service)

Additional 
Data 

Management
Support
(beyond 
scope)

Custom 
Portals, Algo, 
Analytics, or 

Dashbds
(beyond base)

Back- office / 
Trad. UM 

outsourcing
(not in core)

What you get
Expert Clinician / best- practice process 
for review of pended authorizations out of 
the Automated UM process
Separate and secure data repository
End- to- end Member Appeals process 
tailored to Payer needs/requirements
Data analytics and reports (must define 
frequency / views) to Payer

How delivered
Outsourced to Highmark partners or 
potentially embedded UM team in 
future
Possible appeals tracking system 
(future)

Data 
Management

Support
(for Portals in 

offering)

Team agrees that this 
needs to be an offering, but 
it seems many details need 
worked out on this one in 

particular. Likely should be 
a high- priority item to 

understand because many 
customers may demand 
this as part of contract.

Impact could perhaps be very high, depending on how it is done 
and how well this is done at each particular payer/customer.

Lots of 
gaps/blindspots 

here...

CUSTOM ANALYTICS / STRATIFICATION ELEVATE

Some have 
flagged this as a 
red/do not offer, 
while others have 
flagged as green

Just want to call out that custom 
analytics fueled Aspire's growth. 

We should strive to include 
permission to gain insights from 
customer data in our contracts, 

which may add more value long- 
term than charging an hourly 

rate. (sean)

Complementary / glidepath offerings
• Advanced Analytics
• Provider Development
• Network Performance Alignment
• HCS Core Solution
• HCS Core Solution

CUSTOM DASHBOARD (BEYOND SELF- SERVICE WIDGETS) ELEVATE

Complementary / glidepath offerings
• Provider Development
• Network Performance Alignment
• HCS Core Solution

We understand that 
you're creating a "self 

service dashboard" but 
could there be value in 

anything custom 
beyond the self- 

service? Just curious.

What you get
X Intake/Needs assessment meetings
Demo of analytics with test dataset
X review / demo meetings
Data feed integration (as necessary)
Portal integration
Customized reports based on analytics?

How delivered
Tech/Product or Analytics team as 
key implementation lead?
Data reviews
Meetings with Payer stakeholders 
and IT teams
Software / Portal access
Data cleansing / support (to what 
degree?)
Training sessions and 
documentation

What you get
X Intake/Needs assessment 
meetings
Development of metrics
Demo of analytics to drive 
dashboard with test dataset
X review / demo meetings
Testing with a set of pilot providers
Data feed integration (as necessary)
Dashboard view integration
Customized reports based on 
dashboard adds?

How delivered
Tech/Product or Analytics team as 
key implementation lead, along with 
NPM
Data reviews
Meetings with Payer stakeholders, 
IT/NPM teams, Provider pilot
Software / Portal access
Data cleansing / support (to what 
degree?)
Training sessions and 
documentation

REIMBURSEMENT MODELS DESIGN OUTSOURCE + ELEVATE

• Network Performance Alignment
• Core HCS Solution
• Network Optimization / Network Design
• Contracting / Recontracting

Complementary / glidepath offerings

What you get
Network/payer strategy meetings (defined 
in scope)
Review of past claims and utilization data 
from related to provider performance / 
cost and micro- markets
Metrics identification
Provider input / review (ONLY if you are 
already working with providers)
Economic feasibility / impact review
Recommendations report (upside- only, 
low- risk, high- risk approaches)

How delivered
Network Consulting team lead
Data reviews
Meetings and reports
Leverages proprietary models

Reimb.
Models 

(IP/Engine)
Access to 

approches

Network 
Consulting
(Access to 

Network/Reimb 
Experts)

Network 
Conditioning 
(Qual/Quant 

review to 
tighten netwrk)

Network 
Optimization 

(Reccos on 
providers/pay- 

ment strct.)

PAYER PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CONSULTING ELEVATE

Complementary / glidepath offerings
• Reimbursement Models Design
• Network Optimization / Network Design

What you get
X Consulting hours to Payer Product 
Development team
Recommendations on possible 
changes to payer product mix / 
features / benefits

How delivered
Meetings with Payer stakeholders
Data reviews
Reports and Recommendations

When we said 
"product" we mean the 
"insurance product that 
the payer offers" -- not 
product development 

in terms of the HCS 
offering...

CONTRACTING / RE- CONTRACTING OUTSOURCING OUTSOURCE

• Network Performance Alignment
• Core HCS Solution
• Network Optimization / Network Design
• Provider Analytics
• Reimbursement Models Design

Complementary / glidepath offerings

What you get
Central view of providers in network
Reimbursement levels analysis and 
options
Notifications for re- negotiation
Workflows to manage re- negotiation 
process
Consulting to support make contract 
recommendations and support during 
renegotiations (based on scope)

How delivered
HCS would collaborate with 
Outsource Partner for legal/review
Strategy/Network Consult. team lead
Payer Meetings (based on scope)
Provider communications

Network 
Consulting
(Access to 

Network/Reimb 
Experts)

Strategy 
Consulting
(Access to 

Payer/Provider 
Experts)

Additional 
Data 

Management
Support

(beyond scope)

CONSULTING OUTSOURCE

• Automated UM
• Advanced Analytics
• Network Performance Alignment
• Core HCS Solution
• Network Optimization / Network Design
• Provider Analytics
• Reimbursement Models Design

Complementary / glidepath offerings

What you get
Custom scope: dependent on 
customer need, what HCS solutions 
they have/have not purchased, and 
where they in network maturity

How delivered
Meetings with Payer stakeholders
Data reviews
Reports and Recommendations

KEY QUESTION:
How far away from "tech 

enabled" solutions/services 
would you be willing to 

move?? (more true 
consulting, the less time 
your experts will have in 

supporting solution).

Strategy 
Consulting
(Access to 

Payer/Provider 
Experts)

Provider
Consulting
(Access to 

Ops/Provider 
Experts)

Data
Consulting
(Access to 

Data/Analytics 
Experts)

Network 
Consulting
(Access to 

Network/Reimb 
Experts)

Member 
support 
program 

development 
consulting 

Offering vs. benefit - I'd say it 
depends. If a customer, for 

example, wanted to focus on a 
particular indication and wanted 
to create a specific algorithm to 
identify patients because of a 

high need, I think we'd be open 
to developing in conjunction with 
the customer.  I also agree with 

what Sean said regarding 
insights (Shima)

Additional 
Data 

Management
Support

(beyond scope)

Custom 
Portals, Algo, 
Analytics, or 

Dashbds
(beyond base)

Data 
Management

Support
(for Portals in 

offering)

Value and Impact depend greatly on ask/need.

Likely high- people due to custom nature of work.

Impact could perhaps be very high as this impacts entire network, 
but is also dependent on a payer's current reimbursement approach.

Impact could perhaps be very high as this impacts entire network, 
but is also dependent on a payer's contracting savviness.

Dependent on 
if this is a full- 

outsource vs. a 
consulting 

arrangement.

Strategy 
Consulting
(Access to 

Payer/Provider 
Experts)

Provider
Consulting
(Access to 

Ops/Provider 
Experts)

Data
Consulting
(Access to 

Data/Analytics 
Experts)

Network 
Consulting
(Access to 

Network/Reimb 
Experts)

Additional 
Data 

Management
Support

(beyond scope)

Custom 
Portals, Algo, 
Analytics, or 

Dashbds
(beyond base)

Data 
Management

Support
(for Portals in 

offering)

Note: Content below 
this line was shared 
with the HCS team, 
but did not receive 

detailed feedback in 
this round.

Care Analytics sets up the behind- the- scenes claims and care 
data feeds, proprietary analytics, portal software, and 
standard reports that will allow payer customers to gain 
visibility into data related to episodes of care by provider site. 
This data allows payers to better understand the types and 
quality of care being delivered by each provider within their 
network and identify opportunities for improvement in terms 
of quality, cost, and care delivery.

The Automated UM includes delivery of authorization 
decisions in significantly less time with fewer FTEs and input, 
as well as access to a platform that is accessible by the 
payer/provider. This solution is a key driver of administrative 
savings.

Advanced Analytics leverages the power of insights through 
algorithms and analytics of OASIS data to draw out the 
pathways for patients to better health care outcomes. This 
solution transforms your data into valuable, actionable 
information and then shares it through payer, provider, and 
vendor portals to close care gaps and connect patients with 
the most appropriate care that they need.

Network Performance Alignment is where our Network 
Performance team puts their deep expertise and our 
powerful dashboards to work to help Payers activate change 
throughout their provider network. This bundle includes deep 
provider engagement, access to data views through payer 
and provider dashboards, and regular touchpoints to guide 
training, development, and iterative improvement on both 
clinical and operational levels.

HCS's Core Solution blends two key components all in one: 
a knowledge suite of robust data analytics, software, and 
metrics to inform transformation; and an expert- led, high- 
performance network optimization system to enact it. By 
coupling this Care Intelligence and Performance 
Intelligence together, HCS enables home and community 
care providers to deliver increasing value and payers to 
increasing to pay for that value— creating provider network 
that is strong, strategic asset within the care continuum.

This offering scales the Provider Development or Network 
Performance Alignment offerings by incorporating the payer's 
Skill Nursing Facilities (SNF). Includes engagement, access to 
data views through dashboards, and regular touchpoints to 
guide training, development, and iterative improvement on 
both clinical and operational levels. Tier 1 SNF Integration 
includes payer engagement only, while Tier 2 includes deeper 
provider- level engagement to drive improvements.

The Data and Trends Analysis Report puts the power of our 
Care Analytics engine to work, helping the HCS team quickly 
analyze a sub- set of a payer's claims data to provide 
immediate insights and identify key opportunities for cost 
savings as well as network and care delivery improvement.

The Opportunity Assessment couples specific claims and care 
data with HCS's Performance Analytics and Care Analytics 
logic and expertise to bring payers robust, holistic, and specific 
insights in as few as 2-4 intake meetings. With this 
Assessment, HCS provides creates a clear view of a payer's 
provider network and episodes of care to highlight latent 
opportunities and gaps through payer, provider, clinical, and 
strategic lenses. This is a focused, quick- win bundle that 
prepares payers to take advantage of HCS solutions.

What are the 
"deliverables" 

within this 
Assessment

Portal usage 
reports -- 

would this be 
part of the 
offering?

Team is not there 
yet in discussions 
to work through 
this. Will need 

additional time to 
walk through.

As payer teams begin to leverage HCS's Care Intelligence 
solutions, a payer customer may want to make their tailored 
solution truly custom in order to meet unique IT, market, 
analytic, process, or other needs. This Custom Portal 
Development + Implementation offering will enable Payer 
customers to collaborate with HCS teams to prototype, create, 
and roll out a highly tailored data feeds, portal views and 
features, and/or dashboard metrics beyond what HCS 
standard offerings provide.

Full UM capabilities is often a base requirement for any 
offering including Automated UM, so in instances where a 
payer customer does not have UM or when they are already 
leveraging our powerful UM technology, HCS would offer 
back- office UM on a case- by- case basis.

As a follow- on add- on for mature or long- term payer 
customers, HCS would collaborate with the payer's network 
and finance stakeholders to explore, develop, and model 
reimbursement approaches that the payer could implement to 
meet their strategic, clinical, operational, and financial aims.

This add- on allows HCS to take on provider re- contracting on 
behalf of a payer customer. This add- on would only be offered 
on a customer- by- customer basis, especially if contract 
included a cap in fees/gain- shares. This add- on typically 
aligns to payer's current contract cycles and includes 
logistics, technology, cataloging, communications, etc. with 
payer and provider stakeholders.

As HCS engages with clients, there may be need for additional 
consulting to support the payer's internal or provider- facing 
activities in developing a high- performing provider network. 
Offered on a case- by- case basis with highly tailored 
statements of work, this offering could include a range of 
activities, from data reviews and custom analytics to provider 
operational support, change management, or network 
strategy and optimization consulting.

Dependent on the maturity of a payer's market and interest to 
change their network, this highly strategic offering taps into 
collective learnings post go- live, historical claims and care 
data, and HCS's Network Performance team of experts to 
refine a payer's network into a high- performance, risk- based 
network. Includes strategy review and current- state network 
quantitative and qualitative data review to inform broad and 
high- performing network recommendations that are refined 
and vetted through business case and access/risk analysis.

Provider Development helps payers see a more consistent, 
metrics- based view of provider performance across their 
network. Network Provider data is processed, aggregated, 
and then shared back to the payer monthly through payer 
dashboards. These views, coupled with targeted expert 
Network Performance Manger (NPM) consulting, allows a 
payer customer to quickly identify gaps, areas of 
opportunity, and changes over time as the payer works with 
their network to improve.

Performance 
Analytics

(Analytics to 
show biz/care 

outcomes)

Care Analytics
(Insights to 

inform 
decisions)

Network 
Performance 

Team
(Consultation to 

improve)

Performance 
Dashboards

(Output of 
consistent 

benchmarking)

Network 
Conditioning 
(Qual/Quant 

review to 
tighten netwrk)

Provider 
Development
(Expert consult, 

train- ing, 
practices)

Care Trans. 
Architeture 
(Improved, 

efficient 
placement)

Right now, this is 
essentially SNF add- on of 

either Provider 
Development (Tier 1) or 
Network Performance 
Alignment (Tier 2) -- no 

HHUM/Portal integration

2-3 network/payer strategy meetings
Initial and then monthly dashboard reviews 
(Payer only with Tier 1, Tier 2 includes Provider- 
level regional meetings and monthly reviews)
Dashboard development, reporting, training for  
access/use (Payer only with Tier 1, includes 
provider in Tier 2)
Dedicated NPM
Payer progress check- ins/readout
Network performance report (annually)
Network conditioning recommendations      
report (annually)

NPM as lead
Payer Meetings
Dashboard acess/reports
Data reviews / data pulls
Provider consulting / meetings
Training sessions and resources
Reports sharing findings

NA / Custom

Note: These 
offerings were 
not explored 
deeply in this 

cycle.

ELEMENTS OF OFFERING ELEMENTS OF OFFERING ELEMENTS OF OFFERING ELEMENTS OF OFFERING ELEMENTS OF OFFERING ELEMENTS OF OFFERING ELEMENTS OF OFFERING ELEMENTS OF OFFERING ELEMENTS OF OFFERING ELEMENTS OF OFFERING ELEMENTS OF OFFERING ELEMENTS OF OFFERING ELEMENTS OF OFFERING ELEMENTS OF OFFERING

Working collaboratively and across 
the care continuum, Helion, payers, 
and providers play key roles in delivering 
the improved Solution.

Payer Team

Helion Team

Provider Orgs

I M P L E M E N T A T I O N  P R O C E S S
C O M P L E T E

Prior to Rollout, the Helion and Payer 
teams completed three major 
implementation stages—Discovery, 
Planning, and Setup and Onboarding—
to ensure the Solution is ready for 
market-wide use.

Network 
Optimization

Visioning
Applying what we’ve 

learned to plan an 
improved con�guration

Network 
Optimization 
Re�nement

Rolling out the new 
con�guration, monitoring, and 

planning for future changes

Optimized UM and administration 
simplification through structured 

analysis and timely alerts

Improved provider 
performance measured 

transparently and consistently

Payment model and product 
improvements that bene�t 

payers and providers

Network advancements 
that respond to changing needs 

and keep delivery optimized

Care continuum innovations 
 to continuously improve 

models holistically  

Broader strategic risk-sharing 
to ensure payers and providers 

share in bene�ts

Helion’s Care and Performance Intelligence solutions unlock the potential of home 
and community care for its partners. Once we have laid the foundation of an 
improved solution via our work in the Discovery, Planning, and Setup and 
Onboarding stages, Helion guides you through launch and continuous 
development to expand the capabilities of your provider network. Your goal is to 
drive improved prevention, condition management, and healing. Helion works with 
you until you and your providers are delivering on that goal.  

Rolling Out a Successful Home and Community 
Care Network 

Assess network performance and 
capabilities by reviewing quality and 
performance of provider network and 
strengthening relationships with 
providers. 

Prepare to execute 
solutions across network 
with continued support from 
the Helion team to drive 
improvements and maturity.

Translate learnings into 
optimization plan, 
identifying qualitative and 
quantitative next steps.

Initiate and develop revised 
product and reimbursement 
models, as appropriate, that will 
drive increased value for payers, 
providers, and patients. 

Continuously evaluate and re-
vision as needed, ensuring 
operating model, network 
con�guration, strategy, and VBR 
build on improvements.

Monitor and guide provider 
performance, key trends, and 
insights as they transform from 
performance-based to value- 
based reimbursement (VBR). 

Support implement- 
ation of updated 
reimbursement and 
product models and 
monitor performance.

Socialize recommended 
changes with health plan 
partner to ensure 
alignment and address 
concerns.



Pay for value of care not quantity of care

Ability to see early changes in the way care is 
delivered 

KEY VALUE ADDS

Shifting volume to high performers so patients 
receive care from highest performers

Building stronger relationship with networks

KEY VALUE ADDS

HOW PAR TNERS BENEFIT  FROM OUR APPROACH

Willing network
Providers 
understand and 
appreciate the 
solution.

Trust
First we listen and 
understand, then 
we act.

Alignment
Your goals are 
our goals.

Expertise
We have prov-
ider and payer 
experience
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K E Y  B E N E F I T S  O V E R  T I M E

SHORT-TERM 
VALUE

LONG-TERM 
VALUE
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Network Conditioning
Creating the structure necessary for an improved network

Begin quarterly performance 
reviews with providers to create 
alignment, and partner with Network 
Performance Manager (NPM), who 
will guide transformation.  

Fine-tune UM workflows, calling 
out risks and de�ning mitigation 
plans to help ensure alignment 
with outcomes.

Provide insights into referral 
patterns to help the payer make smart 
decisions, remove provider ine�ciences, 
and deliver higher value and higher 
patient satisfaction.

Identify portal data and create 
analytics that will support 
the transformation and 
build transparency. 

Educate and guide providers, 
building trust and creating the start of 
a shared framework of understanding.

Forging a bridge between providers and payers, and 
bringing back the voice of the provider

Collaborative, consultative approach on best practices

KEY VALUE ADDS
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HOW PAR TNERS BENEFIT  FROM OUR APPROACH

Helion’s Care Intelligence and Performance Intelligence solutions unlock the potential of home and community care for its 
partners. Our solutions aim to iteratively improve and expand the capabilities of your provider network by ensuring your 
members have access to increased and more e�ective home and community care options, which o�er improved outcomes 
at lower cost to everyone. Our three-stage implementation framework not only helps Helion tailor our solutions to your 
speci�c ecosystem, but also establishes a working partnership that ensures alignment beyond implementation.

How Helion Implements a Better Home and 
Community Care Network 

$ Value 
optimization
Value starts 
early and 
builds.

True 
collaboration
We co-create 
with you.

Mutual 
investment
We share risks 
and rewards. 

Speed
Transformaton 
begins quickly.

Typically 8 to 12 weeks

Helion works to understand and appreciate 
its partner’s processes, capabilities and challenges 
in order to develop an informed Solution 
Blueprint. 

Portal setup and 
configuration, done with IT, 
massages data streams into 
an easily accessible portal.

System stress test identi�es 
gaps and issues so they can be 
mitigated prior to rollout.

Training begins to ensure key 
partners and provider teams 
can use the tools.

NPMs socialize dashboard 
with provider teams and 
o�er support on care best 
practices.

R O L L O U T  P R O C E S S  B E G I N S

Solution is ready for market-wide use. 
You and Helion transition to using the Solution 
to re�ne and improve performance, satisfac-
tion, and value. 

Discovery Typically 4 to 6 weeks

Collaborating with partner stakeholders, Helion conducts a 
targeted assessment to de�ne clinical and �nancial opportuni-
ties and create a Statement of Work (SOW) and appropriate 
legal documentation.  

Helion leads a felxible and iterative approach to 
Implementation, starting with four key 
discovery activities, and guides you through 
each stage of the process. This approach helps 
speed e�orts and enables the work to bene�t from 
multiple perspectives—clinical, operational, �nancial, 
network, technical, and strategic.

KEY VALUE ADDS

Cross-market provider buy-in of engaging metrics, model and tools fosters a win-win.

Targeted dashboard metrics provide a fresh, holistic, data-driven view of your network.

Higher-value decisions are a natural result of higher-value information from payer, 
provider, authorization and vendor portals.

KEY VALUE ADDS

Creating payer-specific insights. Throughout the process, Helion 
builds a repository of knowledge about the payer and its markets to 
identify leverageable gaps in care.

Building a collaborative foundation. Helion’s focus on collaboration 
creates solutions that are rooted in partner culture and goals.

Exploratory worksession to 
capture short- and long- term goals 
and pain points.

Focused claims and network 
data analysis ensures Helion 
identi�es macro and micro 
opportunites.

Transformation review 
assesses impact of internal and 
external forces, like network 
capabilities and competition.

Reviewing opportunities 
ensures learnings are fed back 
into the plan.

SOW AND
 DOCS

Planning
Helion collaborates with partner and provider stakeholders through 
Con�guration & Onboarding and Pre-Rollout Testing & Training activities 
to prepare you and your network for go-live and Rollout. 

Setup and OnboardingTypically 4 to 6 weeks

The Planning stage yields an initial Solution Blueprint, 
that both guides and is evolved through Setup and 
Onboarding activities. The Helion o�ering, adjusted to 
meet the needs of the partner organization, becomes a 
Blueprint that includes a detailed execution roadmap with 
de�ned workstreams, risk mitigation strategies and 
dashboards.

S O L U T I O N  B L U E P R I N T

Strategic development 
kicko� ensures alignment on 
strategy, goals, milestones and 
selected approach.

Provider network 
performance team provides 
on-site support through routine 
touchpoints and ensures 
Discovery �ndings 
are fully leveraged.

Compliance, IT and 
organizational deep dives
are conducted to understand 
privacy, regulatory and clinical 
data process �ows.

Network collaboration 
framework, developed using  
gathered learnings, is presented to 
partner for review.

KEY VALUE ADDS

Leveraging a deep, data-based Blueprinting approach. 
Helion taps into multiple data sources—so early access to your 
data is key to speeding e�orts.

Laying a foundation of trust. Before attempting to e�ect 
change, Helion works to build trust with your teams. 

Con�guration and Onboarding 

Pre-Rollout Testing and Training

Dashboard development 
merges various data sources 
into an engaging, 
insight-driven status report.

NPMs engage key post-acute 
providers to understand pain 
points, processes, and how the 
payer is building their network across 
the care continuum. 
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Helion Team and 
Solutions

Partner B

Partner C

Partner A

Continuous 
Improvement 

and ValueNetwork 
Conditioning  
aligns networks 
to a performance 
orientation

Care Transition
Architecture 
optimizes referral 
patterns and 
practices

Provider
Development 
equips providers 
to operate in 
high-performance 
networks

Network 
Optimization 
establishes a 
high-performance, 
risk-based network

Performance Intelligence

Our solution combines two key components: 
Care Intelligence, a suite of data and analytics driven 
services that bring evidence and insights to post-acute 
care, and Performance Intelligence, a proprietary network 
optimization system that provides a path to true 
value-based care. Both rely on Helion touchpoints and 
tools that help support and build provider expertise, 
enable quick access to information, and drive alignment on 
what delivers both clinical and �nancial value across the 
provider network.

Performance 
Analytics 
generate data 
measuring care, 
quality, and cost

Automated UM   
delivers quality 
utilization 
decisions faster 
with fewer FTEs

Real-time 
Stratification 
identi�es care needs 
and gaps

Care Analytics 
translate care data 
into actionable 
insights

Tools and Touchpoints

With the right tools and 
training, providers deliver a 
wider slice of care on the 
health care continuum. That 
change supports more 
comprehensive and 
transformative care, delivering 
important upstream and 
downstream impacts.Product Development 

Greenhouse

Helion’s unique
developmental greenhouse
provides resources, R&D 
expertise and testing to 
deliver innovations that are 
proven to work.

Patients have a better 
opportunity to heal at 
home, and providers play a 
sentinel role in keeping other 
health issues from 
arising—increasing value 
everywhere.

New and Updated 
O�erings

The post-acute space 
includes numerous 
challenges that drive up 
costs, increase pressure on 
acute care, and keep 
providers from delivering 
more helpful care.

Helion saw the untapped 
opportunity and created 
a solution that delivers 
more value to patients, 
providers and payers, and 
creates positive upstream and 
downstream impacts.

Our solution builds on this core 
idea: with the right information, 
guidance and tools, provider 
organizations can deliver better care 
and increase income, and payer 
organiztions can reduce upsteam 
and downstream costs. 

Helion: Delivering Transformative Value 
in Home and Community Care

Care Intelligence

Helion tailors a solution based on 
the maturity of your market and 
your strategic aims. We foster a 
partnership with you and your providers 
that delivers value and supports your 
clinical and operational goals now and in 
the future.

Helion’s tailored solution drives 
continuous, sustainable improvement 
in the form of long-term value aligned to 
the needs your patients, your providers, 
and you.

Initial Value

Optimized UM and 
administration simplification 
through structured analysis and 
timely alerts

Improved provider 
performance measured 
transparently and consistently

Payment model and product 
improvements that bene�t 
payers and providers

Network advancements that 
respond to changing needs and 
keep delivery optimized

Broader strategic risk-sharing 
to ensure payers and providers 
share in bene�ts

Care continuum innovations 
to continuously improve models 
holistically and cooperatively

Long-term Value

Helion works with provider 
organizations over time to ensure they 
have the tools, training, and con�dence they 
need to deliver better outcomes, and 
improve both quality scores and patient 
outcomes. Outcomes we’ve seen:

Patient Care

Provider 
Organizations

Payer Team

Post-acute care remains an overlooked and unoptimized part of the health care continuum. Payers 
end up paying more for less. Providers are underutilized in delivering more complex, impactful care, 
yet still struggle to meet the demands of the work. Most importantly, patient care su�ers, with many 
reporting having had poor experiences. By creating new tools to improve care and delivery, Helion 
can help you transform not only home and community care, but the overall health care continuum.

Inconsistent care 
quality

Changing 
payment models

Slow reaction to 
industry issues  

Underutilized 
providers

Ine�cient UM 
processes

Variations across 
network

Siloed, point 
solutions

Evolving health 
care needs
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Decrease in 30-day MA 
readmissions

Decrease in total cost of care

Decrease in ED visits

Increased ability to accept 
and manage complex patients

Increase in driving volume
to high performing providers 



Thoughtform is a strategy and experience 
design studio. We help organizations drive 
internal change, create brand-defining 
experiences and set a clear path to the future.
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